
Ryan Bross  8:00 PM 
Hello, Move to open? 

 
Racheal Gray  8:04 PM 
Second 

 
Ryan Bross  8:04 PM 
@Erick Jusino, do you have updates on PFP that we need to go over? 

 
Erick Jusino  8:07 PM 
Have the designs for stickers and shirts 
I’ll provide other updates this week but we need to order this stuff 

 
Ryan Bross  8:10 PM 
Thanks. Jon and I are working on ordering the pfp merch. We got some stuff signed at the open practice 
so we should start getting together a list of prizes. 

 

Ryan Bross  8:16 PM 
Jon is ready to open the fantasy league to the rest of the membership. If you would like to join, please let 
him know. 

 
Jon Light  8:17 PM 
We are looking for about 25 teams at this point. 

 
Ryan Bross  8:18 PM 
The volunteer appreciation night and tunnel club experience went over great. 

 

Kelsey Luckenbach  8:19 PM 
I uploaded 30 pics from Saturday on the google drive, will add more from Wednesday so we can make a 
post. 

 
Ryan Bross  8:23 PM 
We are just under 1900 for membership. And we are still seeing returns on the efforts of having 
membership tables at tailgates and Union events so let's keep pushing there. There’s plenty of first-timers 
coming to each game and we're situated on the pretty much the main way into the stadium. 

 
Racheal Gray  8:24 PM 
Speaking of membership for 2024 kits do you want to design the scarf or do you want to open it up to the 
public again? 

 
Ryan Bross  8:25 PM 
Either one. It depends on how cohesive you want the kit to be. When we have the scarf contest, it’s 
usually too late in the year to let it inform the pin design and stuff like that. You, Jon, and I can develop a 
plan and timelines for ordering. You also found a selling platform that allows for rebilling correct? 

 
Racheal Gray  8:27 PM 
Yah jon brought it up today so if we want to go contest I’d like to do it in like September so we had the 
time for everything. Jon and I are still working on that but yes that should be available as an option for 
2024 
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Kirsten  8:28 PM 
Would rebilling be an option or mandatory? 

 
Ryan Bross  8:29 PM 
Cool, we would ideally need that sorted before the opening of 2024 sales which should be around the 
start of the call for nominations for the board. 

 
Racheal Gray  8:29 PM 
That’s what we are trying to figure out somewhere that gives you the option or at least it automatically 
does it just you have the option to opt out 

 
Ryan Bross  8:30 PM 
Optional would be ideal. We've just had asks for years about rebilling. Subscription boxes do it all the 
time. Any other "old business"? 

 
Racheal Gray  8:30 PM 
That’s all I had 

 
Ryan Bross  8:34 PM 
Moving on to new business. @Kelsey Luckenbach what new fancy toy do you want to get? 

 
Kelsey Luckenbach  8:36 PM 
I’d like to look into us purchasing a ice merchandiser for the building so we can get ice delivered and 
stored throughout the season. It’s hard to keep enough ice on hand during the summer games and figured 
we could always use it when we do other SoB events or road games. @Ryan Bross and I went and 
looked at one. Think it’d be great for us to create a divider and store both ice and frozen food (dietz and 
Watson) and opens the potential to get food delivered 

 
Kelsey Luckenbach  8:39 PM 
It’s listed for $2500 but the manager we spoke to would be open to negotiation on a lower price. He also 
sells wholesale food so we though we could work with them some more and see what else we could get 
merchandise or food wise. Food could be either for tailgates or Bernardine Center 

 
Robert  8:39 PM 
Would it be more cost effective to do this or just purchase an ice maker? 

 
Mike Blankemeyer  8:40 PM 
we don't have water do we? 

 
Kelsey Luckenbach  8:40 PM 
We don’t have water nor do we know when we’ll get it 

 
Kelsey Luckenbach  8:41 PM 
A brand new one of this size would $5000. Additionally it’s an indoor one so compared to a lot of outdoor 
ones it’ll run us cheaper on electric 

 
Ryan Bross  8:42 PM 
For this one we'd just have to occasionally defrost to keep space maximized. 

 
Kelsey Luckenbach  8:43 PM 
So if no other questions, I’d like to put this up for a vote 
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Ryan Bross  8:46 PM 
@Kirsten please record the votes 

Kirsten  13 hours ago 
Will do! 

 
Ryan Bross  8:47 PM 
Noting Jess and Justin are absent. Any other "new items"? 

 
Robert  8:49 PM 
Nothing is planned for a tailgate or anything for Friday, right? 

Kelsey Luckenbach  13 hours ago 
BYOF tailgate only 

 
Ryan Bross  8:54 PM 
Move to close? 

 
Racheal Gray  8:56 PM 
2nd 
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